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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The findings of this report are drawn from a study of anonymized data from over 2 million ad 
campaigns (“Amazon Sponsored Products”) by advertisers on Amazon (sellers and vendors), 
spanning 7 marketplaces and a wide range of product categories throughout 2020 and 2021.

Key metrics, growth rates, analysis, and recommendations have been collated for Amazon 
Sponsored Products campaigns, the primary advertising format on Amazon  Unless otherwise 
stated, results for advertising presented in this report are for Amazon Sponsored Products 

The trends and figures in this report do not represent or indicate the official performance of 
Amazon and Amazon Advertising, or the experiences of any Amazon advertiser 

This executive summary highlights the key findings of the report. Detailed explanations of the 
results, data and methodology, as well as sources are given throughout the report 

AMAZON IS UNIQUELY ATTRACTIVE FOR B2C AND RETAIL ADVERTISERS

Amazon, the third-largest competitor in the digital advertising space, has caught up 
significantly on Google and Facebook in recent years  At the same time, global advertising 
costs on Amazon (cost per click of $0 75 internationally, $0 87 in US for Sponsored Products), 
remain lower than on many other platforms 

Amazon compares favorably not only with Google (-68%) and Facebook (-44%), but also other 
major players like Instagram (-79%) and LinkedIn (-86%), as well as close competitor Walmart 
(-13% compared with Amazon US) 

Amazon stands out for advertisers by combining a high purchase-intent retail platform with 
enormous reach and traffic. Amazon is the top starting point for product searches, making it 
uniquely attractive for B2C and retail advertisers 

SELLER AD REVENUE STABILIZES WELL ABOVE THE PRE-PANDEMIC LEVEL

The pandemic made 2020 a boom year for Amazon com  In 2021, sellers’ revenues from 
Sponsored Products campaigns grew by 23% 

GROWTH IN SELLER AD 
REVENUE

In 2020, Amazon.com saw a boom 
driven by the pandemic. In 2021, 
sellers’ revenues from Sponsored 
Products campaigns grew by 
23%, settling well above the pre-
pandemic level—in spite of increased 
competition driving cost per click up 
22% in 2021.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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This surge comes on top of the high 2020 baseline and reveals that revenue is stabilizing well 
above pre-pandemic levels  Amazon therefore remains a high-ROI platform for advertisers, 
despite growing competition driving a 22% increase in cost per click in 2021 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR US SELLERS IN CANADA AND GERMANY

In 2021, Amazon com (US) was the largest but also the most competitive of Amazon’s large 
marketplaces, with the highest cost per click ($0 87) and highest advertising cost of sale (ACOS, 
35 6%) 

The Canadian Amazon marketplace represents an opportunity for US sellers, with an ACOS 
of 30 9% compared with 35 6% in the US  However, US sellers should prepare for a somewhat 
different environment with lower conversion rates (-39%) and lower cost per click (-41%) 

For sellers looking further afield, Germany is not only one of the largest Amazon marketplaces 
worldwide, but has the lowest ACOS of all marketplaces compared in the study (28% lower than 
the US) and strong conversion rates (only 20% less than the US) 

PRODUCT CATEGORIES TOOLS, SPORTS, AND SCIENTIFIC HAVE THE LOWEST ACOS

Diving into the main product categories, the data reveals significant differences in terms of 
advertising efficiency, measured by ACOS:

 ▶ Best categories: “Tools & Home Improvement” (24.8%), “Industrial & Scientific” (28.8%), and 
“Sports & Outdoors (30 2%)

 ▶ Worst categories: “Beauty & Personal Care” (44 1%), “Baby Products” (42 1%), and “Health & 
Household” (39 3%)

The ACOS is affected by several contributing metrics, such as click-through rates, conversion 
rates, and cost per click, all of which vary greatly across product categories  To target their 
optimization on the right aspects of their campaigns, brands need to understand the nuances of 
their specific categories, and how their relevant competitors are performing. 

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Analyzing the advertising cost of 
sale (ACOS) in Amazon’s non-US 
marketplaces shows higher ad 
campaign efficiency—and therefore 
potential opportunities–in Canada 
and Germany. ACOS in the US was 
35.6% in 2021, but just 30.9% in 
Canada and 25.7% in Germany.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
This Amazon advertising benchmark report contains data and insights that Amazon sellers, 
vendors, and agencies can use to better understand the state of advertising on Amazon’s 
marketplaces  

The report provides high-level context, showing where Amazon fits into the global ecommerce 
landscape, before taking a detailed look at growth trends for the most important Amazon 
advertising KPIs, both at US marketplace and category level 

Equipped with both an understanding of global developments and an analysis of the most 
relevant metrics, sellers and vendors will be well placed to develop a successful strategy that 
works for their Amazon businesses 

WHY YOU SHOULD READ THIS REPORT

This report covers several aspects of Amazon advertising, including answers to the following 
questions:

 ▶ How does Amazon’s advertising platform compare to other PPC channels?
 ▶ How is Amazon advertising developing in different marketplaces worldwide?
 ▶ What are the most important year-over-year trends for Amazon sellers to be aware of?
 ▶ How have key metrics like CPC and ACOS evolved over the past year?
 ▶ Which KPIs are driving the most significant changes in the Amazon landscape?
 ▶ What is the ongoing impact of the global Covid-19 pandemic?
 ▶ Which product categories on Amazon have seen the most volatility in the last 12 months?

As well as detailed analysis of all these points, you can also find a digestible “executive summary” 
on page 2 and an “overview of all the data” on page 56 

DATA BASIS

The findings are drawn from a deep analysis of anonymized data from over 2 million ad 
campaigns (“Amazon Sponsored Products”) by advertisers on Amazon (sellers and vendors), 
spanning 7 marketplaces and a wide range of product categories throughout 2020 and 2021 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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Key metrics, growth rates, analysis, and recommendations have been collated for Amazon 
Sponsored Products campaigns, the primary advertising format on Amazon  Unless otherwise 
stated, results for advertising presented in this report are for Amazon Sponsored Products 

Values given for metrics are averages (medians) for ratio metrics (e g , cost per click, advertising 
cost of sale)  For ad spend and ad revenue, growth rates or indexed values are given based on 
advertisers who have been active throughout the entire reference period 

If not otherwise stated, values have been calculated by Sellics. The trends and figures in this 
report do not represent or indicate the official performance of Amazon and Amazon Advertising, 
or the experiences of any Amazon advertiser 

The focus marketplace of this report is the US  Where comparisons with other marketplaces are 
given, local currencies have been converted to USD based on the exchange rate for the relevant 
time period 

WHAT IS A BENCHMARK?

Benchmarks are an invaluable tool for assessing performance within a relevant context and 
enabling meaningful comparison between marketplaces, categories or different periods of time 

At Sellics, we place great emphasis on the quality, consistency and transparency of data, 
including how it is interpreted and applied  With this in mind, here are some details on the use of 
benchmarks throughout this report:

 ▶ Benchmarks are calculated from the perspective of the Amazon seller or vendor  For 
example, the median ACOS for a seller or vendor in October 2021 in the US 

 ▶ Benchmarks are always specific to the ad type  Unless otherwise stated, all benchmarks 
refer exclusively to Sponsored Products campaigns 

 ▶ Every benchmark is based on a specific context, which consists of a timeframe and a 
geographical marketplace (e g , Q3 2021 in US) 

 ▶ Category benchmarks also refer to the relevant category (e g , Baby Products, 2021, in US) 
 ▶ To avoid the impact of outliers, benchmarks for ratios (click-through rate, cost per click, 

conversion rate, average order value, advertising cost of sale) are based on median values  
This means that within the relevant context (data segment), half the values are higher, and 
half are lower than the benchmark 

WHY BENCHMARK MY 
PERFORMANCE?

By calculating benchmarks for your 
most important KPIs and based 
on a dataset that is relevant to you 
(category, marketplace, ad type), 
you can see exactly where you stand 
compared with your competitors, 
and where you need to improve your 
performance.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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 ▶ Volume benchmarks, such as ad spend and ad revenue, are given as growth rates or 
normalized index values to ensure comparability across marketplaces or categories of 
different sizes  

UNDERSTANDING TRENDS

Growth trajectories are often of more relevance for planning than absolute values  This report 
therefore provides trends, indicating yearly growth rates  

As ecommerce is a seasonal business, we use year-over-year growth rates that show a 
comparison with the equivalent time period in the previous year (e g , Q2 2021 vs Q2 2020)  

In all cases, trends are given as percentages based on the starting value  For example, if a 
conversion rate goes from 4% in Q1 2020 to 6% in Q1 2021, this is a 50% year-over-year increase, 
NOT a 2% increase  

DO YOU KNOW HOW 
YOUR COMPETITION IS 
PERFORMING?

ANALYZE MY 
PRODUCTS

With the free Sellics Benchmarker, you can directly compare 
your products with the relevant category benchmarks. See 
how your latest changes have impacted your performance and 
where you still need to catch up with the competition.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/amazon-advertising-benchmark-report/?utm_campaign=en-benchmarker&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_CTA
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AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS VS. OTHER PPC 
CHANNELS
To fully understand Amazon Sponsored Products, it is useful to take a step back and see how it 
compares with other kinds of pay-per-click (PPC) ads, such as those on Facebook, Google or 
Walmart 

The three largest ad platforms in the US are the so-called triopoly of Google, Facebook and 
Amazon, making up an estimated 64% of the digital ad market between them (includes all 
digital ad formats, PPC and non-PPC)  While Amazon is currently the smallest of these, it is the 
only one to increase its market share in 2021, and is projected to close the gap further in the 
next two years[1] 

The chart shows cost per click (CPC) averages for the most important PPC ad formats to show 
how Amazon Sponsored Products ads compare in context[2]  

Amazon Ads cost 68% less than Google Ads and 44% less than Facebook Ads.

WORLDWIDE COST PER CLICK AVERAGES ON SOCIAL AND ONLINE PLATFORMS – USD, 2021.
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[1] https://www.emarketer.com/content/google-facebook-amazon-account-over-70-of-us-digital-ad-spending

[2] Please note that this cross-channel data does not all come from the same source and does not have the same underlying dataset. Therefore,  the 

calculation basis for averages is not uniform, and the data should be viewed as representative of the general situation, rather than precisely comparable. 

The international cost per click for Amazon has been calculated by Sellics. The value represents the weighted average of Amazon’s largest North 

American and European marketplaces (US, Germany, UK, France, Italy, Spain and Canada).

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/amazon-advertising-benchmark-report-2022/?utm_campaign=benchmark-report&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_CHART
https://www.topdraw.com/insights/is-online-advertising-expensive/
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2019/04/01/shopping-ads-benchmarks
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1103705490442032
https://www.emarketer.com/content/google-facebook-amazon-account-over-70-of-us-digital-ad-spending
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The median cost per click worldwide for Amazon Sponsored Products ads is $0.75  Compared 
with the other two major channels, this places Amazon at 44% less than the cost of Facebook 
ads ($1 35) and less than a third of Google Search ads ($2 32)  At the top end of the scale, the clicks 
that cost advertisers the most are on the social platforms, Instagram ($3 56) and LinkedIn ($5 26) 

Clearly, comparing the cost per click across different platforms should be done with caution  
Each platform has its own audience, own targeting methods, own performance funnel and own 
conversion rates 

Generally there are 3 different types of platforms in our comparison:

 ▶ search (e g , Google, Bing, Amazon)
 ▶ social media (e g , Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn)
 ▶  retail (e g , Amazon, Walmart) 

Amazon is unique, as it is both a search and a retail platform, combining a huge volume of 
traffic with high purchase intent, which makes it highly attractive for ecommerce advertisers.

The majority of product searches on the web start on Amazon[1] (more than on Google)  At the 
same time, users on Amazon have a much clearer purchase intent than those on platforms like 
Google and Facebook  In terms of the customer journey, this means that Amazon traffic is lower 
funnel 

This is because the user journey on Amazon is more consistently designed around buying 
products  Every single click on a Sponsored Products ad takes the shopper to a product detail 
page where they have the opportunity to make a purchase (assuming the product is in stock)  
This is not true of all other channels  

Furthermore, Amazon’s Sponsored Products offer advanced ASIN and keyword targeting, 
including negative targeting, giving Amazon advertisers considerable power to control which 
audience is seeing (and clicking) on their ads 

[1] https://www.emarketer.com/content/where-do-us-consumers-begin-their-product-searches 

A UNIQUELY ATTRACTIVE 
PLATFORM 

If you are serious about selling 
on Amazon, the decision to run 
Sponsored Products ads should 
be a no-brainer. The cost per click 
compares favorably to almost all 
other PPC channels.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://www.emarketer.com/content/where-do-us-consumers-begin-their-product-searches
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KEY MILESTONES ON AMAZON’S MARKETPLACES 
IN 2020 AND 2021
Shipping delays, political upheaval and a global pandemic haven't slowed down Amazon's 
ecommerce journey and expansion into new territories, with global third-party sales hitting $390 
billion in 2021 [1]  

The following timeline highlights some of the key milestones and developments impacting 
Amazon’s marketplaces in the last two years  

2020

Q1 January  ▶ Launch of Sponsored Brands video

March  ▶ amazon nl launches in the Netherlands

 ▶ Amazon prioritizes essential items due to pandemic – proportion of Prime-
eligible sellers drop to under 80%

Q2 April  ▶ Amazon re-opens FBA for non-essential items [2]

 ▶ Ongoing impact of supply chain disruptions due to global pandemic

June  ▶ amazon sa launches in Saudi Arabia

Q3 August  ▶ Negative ASIN targeting added to Sponsored Products campaigns [3] 

September  ▶ Amazon catches up with demand and percentage of Prime-eligible sellers 
returns to pre-pandemic levels

Q4 October  ▶ amazon se launches in Sweden

 ▶ October 20-21: Prime Day sees sales of $10.4 billion in two days

 ▶ Third-party sales hit $300 billion for 2020

 [1] https://www.marketplacepulse.com/marketplaces-year-in-review-2021

 [2] https://www.fulltimefba.com/breaking-news-amazon-reopens-fba-to-many-non-essentials/

 [3] https://www.repricerexpress.com/amazon-news-aug-20/

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://www.marketplacepulse.com/marketplaces-year-in-review-2021
https://www.fulltimefba.com/breaking-news-amazon-reopens-fba-to-many-non-essentials/
https://www.repricerexpress.com/amazon-news-aug-20/
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2021

Q1 January  ▶ UK no longer part of pan-EU FBA

March  ▶ amazon.pl launches in Poland with 70,000 sellers on day one

 ▶ Number of third-party Amazon sellers exceeds 6 million worldwide

 ▶ Sponsored Display Audiences make new targeting possible

Q2 June  ▶ June 20-21. Amazon Prime Day sees sales of $11.2 billion

 ▶ Sponsored Brands video introduced at top of search placement

 ▶ Container ship Ever Given leaves Suez canal after over 100 days, with knock-
on effects on supply chains [1] 

Q3 July  ▶ Spike in freight rates for China to North America delivery

September  ▶ amazon eg launches in Egypt

 ▶ Amazon aggregators like Thrasio go from strength to strength, with reports 
of $9 billion raised since April 2020 [2] 

Q4 November  ▶ Black Friday and Cyber Monday sales fall slightly short of 2020 levels amid 
global shipping issues [3]

 ▶ Custom bid optimizations made available for Sponsored Display ads

December  ▶ Number of India-based sellers passes 1 million

 ▶ Third-party sales hit $390 billion for 2021

 [1] https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2021/4/2/22364278/suez-canal-ship-effects-ever-given-supply-chain 

 [2] https://retailwire.com/discussion/amazon-marketplace-sellers-are-becoming-retail-giants/

 [3] https://www.forbes.com/sites/kirimasters/2021/11/28/brands-see-underwhelming-sales-growth-on-amazons-black-friday/ 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2021/4/2/22364278/suez-canal-ship-effects-ever-given-supply-chain
https://retailwire.com/discussion/amazon-marketplace-sellers-are-becoming-retail-giants/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kirimasters/2021/11/28/brands-see-underwhelming-sales-growth-on-amazons-black-friday/
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AMAZON MARKETPLACE COMPARISON
24% of the analyzed advertisers run Sponsored Products campaigns in more than one of 
Amazon’s 20 marketplaces  This leads us to two conclusions:

 ▶ a significant proportion of Amazon sellers and vendors need to be aware of trends in 
different marketplaces 

 ▶ the majority of sellers and vendors are currently missing out on the potential to expand to 
new marketplaces 

This underlines the value in a comparative look at Amazon’s different marketplaces  Are trends 
common to all marketplaces or is there significant variation? What do I need to be aware of if I 
am considering entering a new market?

Whilst Amazon’s strategy is largely aligned globally, the simple answer is: each marketplace is 
unique  And it has to be  The environment on each Amazon marketplace is shaped by the sellers 
and vendors operating in that country, so different sellers mean different market conditions 

The easiest, most quantifiable way to understand this is to simply consider the number of 
sellers  In 2021, the number of sellers in the North American marketplaces (United States, Canada, 
Mexico) exceeded 3 million, whereas in all of Europe the total was 1 4 million [1]  

In general, more sellers means more competition  But the situation remains volatile  Over 1 
million new sellers [2] joined Amazon in 2021, that’s 2,975 potential new competitors every day  

In the following sections, we provide data from 7 of Amazon’s largest marketplaces  

 [1] https://www.marketplacepulse.com/articles/amazon-reaches-six-million-third-party-sellers 

 [2] https://www.edesk.com/blog/amazon-statistics/ 

WHICH MARKETPLACES?

MARKETPLACE DOMAIN ABBREVIATION

Canada amazon ca CA

Germany amazon de DE

Spain amazon es ES

France amazon fr FR

Italy amazon it IT

United 
Kingdom

amazon co uk UK

United States amazon com US

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://www.marketplacepulse.com/articles/amazon-reaches-six-million-third-party-sellers
https://www.edesk.com/blog/amazon-statistics/
http://amazon.com
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COST PER CLICK

The cost per click (CPC) describes how much an advertiser pays when a user clicks on their 
Sponsored Products ad  

For comparison between marketplaces that use different currencies, the cost per click has been 
converted to USD ($), using the relevant historical exchange rates 

The chart shows the median cost per click (in USD) in seven Amazon marketplaces in 2021 vs 
2020  

Cost per Click for Amazon Sponsored Products ads is rising worldwide, with the US 
marketplace hitting $0.87 in 2021.

COST PER CLICK TRENDS FOR AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS ADS BY MARKETPLACE, USD
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The cost per click (CPC) for Amazon Sponsored Products ads shows a clear global trend: upwards  
All analyzed marketplaces show year-over-year growth, with the price of a Sponsored Products 
ad click increasing across Amazon 

COST PER CLICK  
W O R L D W I D E

2020

$0.62
2021

YEAR-OVER-YEAR GROWTH

$0.75

+21%

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/amazon-advertising-benchmark-report-2022/?utm_campaign=benchmark-report&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_CHART
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Whilst the trend towards more expensive clicks is universal, Amazon ad clicks remain relatively 
inexpensive when compared with other PPC platforms, as discussed above (see “Amazon 
Sponsored Products vs  Other PPC Channels” on page 9) 

Also, there remains large variation, with the median price of an ad click ranging from $0 28 in 
Italy to $0 87 in the United States  

CPCs in the United States were already the highest in 2020, and still showed high year-over-year 
growth at +22%. This is reflective of the greater number of sellers in the US. More competition in 
CPC auctions can drive up the price required for an ad to be displayed 

OPPORTUNITIES IN CANADA 

Any sellers who are currently only 
running Sponsored Products 
campaigns in the US might want to 
consider the opportunities offered 
by Canada and other marketplaces 
where the cost per click is also 
growing, yet still significantly lower.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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ADVERTISING COST OF SALE

The Advertising Cost of Sale (commonly abbreviated to ACOS) is the percentage of revenue 
generated by Sponsored Products ads that has been spent on advertising  This is the metric that 
best describes the profitability of an ad campaign.

The formula for Advertising Cost of Sale is: ACOS = ad spend/ad revenue 

The chart shows the median advertising cost of sale (ACOS, in %) in seven Amazon marketplaces 
in 2021 and the previous year  

2021 was a mixed year for the profitability of Amazon Sponsored Products ads, with 
ACOS rising in the US, Canada and UK, but largely flat in EU marketplaces.

ACOS TRENDS FOR AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS ADS BY MARKETPLACE.
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ADVERTISING COST OF SALE  
W O R L D W I D E

2020

32.4%
2021

YEAR-OVER-YEAR GROWTH

33.6%

+4%

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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The data shows that there is no common trend for advertising cost of sale (ACOS) across 
marketplaces  Anglophone marketplaces (US, UK and CA) all saw low year-over-year increases in 
the median ACOS, meaning that Sponsored Products ad spend growth is outpacing the growth 
of ad revenue.

By contrast, the four EU marketplaces (DE, ES, FR and IT) all displayed a flat median ACOS, with 
growth rates less than 1% 

Based on ACOS alone, the Canadian Amazon marketplace represents an opportunity for US 
sellers, as Sponsored Products campaigns are, on the whole, more efficient (ACOS of 30.9% 
compared to 35 6% in the US)  However, US sellers with an eye on Canada should prepare for a 
somewhat different environment with lower conversion rates (-39%) and lower cost per click (-41%) 

Looking to Europe, Germany has the lowest ACOS (25 6%)  Considering that Germany is the 
second largest Amazon online store by net sales after the US [1], this is an attractive opportunity, 
largely due to its balance of relatively low cost per click (46% less than the US) and strong 
conversion rates (only 20% less than the US) 

Comparing the marketplace trends demonstrates that there is no direct correlation between 
ACOS and CPC  

This emphasizes the fact that ACOS, i.e. overall advertising profitability, is affected by several 
factors and that even if you are selling in a highly competitive marketplace (or category), 
reflected in relatively high CPCs, there is no reason to be satisfied with poor returns on your 
Sponsored Products ad spend 

The following sections in this report cover other important KPIs, including click-through and 
conversion rates, and explain in detail how advertisers can work on these to lower their ACOS 
and improve the profitability of their Sponsored Products ads.

 [1] https://www.emarketer.com/content/google-facebook-amazon-account-over-70-of-us-digital-ad-spending 

WORRIED ABOUT YOUR 
ACOS?

ANALYZE MY 
PRODUCTS

Get advertising benchmarks for all your key metrics for over 
20k product categories and 9 marketplaces with the free Sellics 
Benchmarker tool. 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://www.emarketer.com/content/google-facebook-amazon-account-over-70-of-us-digital-ad-spending 
https://sellics.com/amazon-advertising-benchmark-report/?utm_campaign=en-benchmarker&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_CTA
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US MARKETPLACE METRICS
In this section, we look at the trends for the most important advertising metrics at the US 
marketplace level:

 ▶ Ad spend and ad revenue

 ▶ Click-through rate (CTR)

 ▶ Cost per click (CPC)

 ▶ Conversion rate (CVR)

 ▶ Average order value (AOV)

 ▶ Advertising Cost of Sale (ACOS)

The order of the metrics is designed to approximately follow the Amazon performance funnel 

YEAR-OVER-YEAR TRENDS

Here we show yearly growth trends for the US marketplace on Amazon com 

The chart shows the year-over-year growth rates of seven key advertising metrics for Sponsored 
Products ads in the US marketplace on Amazon com  

Trends for ratio metrics are calculated based on the median benchmarks in the respective years  
For ad spend and ad revenue, growth rates or indexed values are given based on advertisers who 
have been active throughout the entire reference period (2020 and 2021) 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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Advertisers' revenue from Amazon ads grows another 23% after the corona boom of 
2020, as rising cost per click also drives up ad spend.

YEAR OVER YEAR TRENDS FOR AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS ADVERTISERS - US

YEAR-OVER-YEAR GROWTH
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+7.5%

Source: Sellics study 2022 

Looking at the KPIs together, we see how they interact, and can observe the following general 
patterns regarding the state of advertising on Amazon com:

 ▶ Ad spend and ad revenue of Sponsored Products advertisers both show significant year-
over-year growth, with spend outpacing revenue, indicating a challenging and increasingly 
competitive advertising environment 

 ▶ Rising click-through rates (CTR) mean that consumers are clicking on Sponsored Products 
ads more often  Year-over-year click rates increased only slightly, however  Amongst other 
things, CTR is influenced by ad placement by Amazon (number of placements and location 
of placements)

 ▶ The median cost per click saw annual growth of 21 6%  This means that running Sponsored 
Products ads has gotten more expensive for the average seller and vendor  The estimated 
cost per thousand impressions (eCPM) also increased year-over-year by about the same rate 
(as the click rate only changed slightly) 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/amazon-advertising-benchmark-report-2022/?utm_campaign=benchmark-report&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_CHART
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 ▶ Increasing costs are, however, mitigated by strong conversion rate growth, with 6 9% more 
ad clicks leading to a sale in 2021 than in the previous twelve-month period  

 ▶ The average order value has seen growth of 3 2%, powered primarily by an acceleration 
in the second half of 2021, meaning that sellers are generating more revenue from each 
transaction than a year earlier 

 ▶ Finally, this combination of results leads to a significant increase in the median ACOS of 
7.5% year-over-year  In absolute terms, the advertising cost of sales has shifted from 33 1% to 
35 6% of ad revenue 

 ▶ Increasing CPCs have reduced ad profitability overall, but this effect was mitigated by 
increases in conversion rates and average order value 

 ▶ Sponsored Products campaigns also saw high conversion rates in 2020 and only a moderate 
increase in CPCs, leading to strong profitability. With this in mind, the 7.5% increase in 
ACOS in 2021 can be viewed as something of a normalization 

Overall, it has to be noted that 2020 was a very favorable year for ecommerce due to the 
pandemic  Amazon's own Quarterly Earnings Releases indicate that Amazon's online store 
revenue grew 40% year over year in 2020, compared to just 15% in 2019  In 2021, growth returned 
to 13%, a level comparable to 2019 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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Quarterly trend overview

For a closer look at the individual advertising KPIs, the table shows the quarterly benchmarks 
(except for ad spend and revenue) and growth trends throughout the year, with more analysis in 
the relevant sections below 

The trend values show the percentage year-over-year change (up or down), compared with the 
same quarter in the previous year 

SPONSORED PRODUCTS KPI BENCHMARKS ON AMAZON.COM – 2021 
INCLUDING YEAR-OVER-YEAR GROWTH RATES

ADVERTISING METRIC Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ad Spend  +41.5%  +43.4%  +29.8%  +14.9%

Ad Revenue  +56.2%  +33.0%  +10.5%  +5.8%

Click-Through Rate 0.34%  -3% 0.36%  -16% 0.38%  +19% 0.36%  +16%

Cost per Click $0.77  +8% $0.89  +37% $0.91  +28% $0.95  +18%

Conversion Rate 7.9%  +3% 8.6%  +9% 8.6%  +9% 8.7%  +8%

Average Order Value $26.37  +3% $26.46  +2% $26.74  +2% $27.87  +6%

Advertising Cost of Sale 34.1%  -4% 35.8%  +11% 36.8%  +16% 35.6%   +1%

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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AD SPEND AND AD REVENUE

Ad spend is the total amount spent on advertising (number of clicks times average cost per 
click)  Ad revenue is the total sales volume that is attributed to ads (average order value times 
number of orders)  

Our analysis shows the development of ad revenue and ad spend in Amazon’s US marketplace 
for Sponsored Products ads campaigns 

Amazon Sponsored Products ad revenue stabilizes at a high level after the corona 
boom of 2020, while advertisers continue to invest more.

AD SPEND AND AD REVENUE FROM SPONSORED PRODUCTS CAMPAIGNS – US (NORMALIZED 
VALUES)
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To ensure that the data is a fair representation of true marketplace trends, we have restricted the dataset to sellers and vendors who 
were actively running Sponsored Products campaigns in the US throughout the duration of the 24-month analysis period  We have 
also normalized the scale so that 1 is the mean value of all data points  This avoids displaying any misleading totals and maintains the 
anonymity of the users in the dataset  Source: Sellics study 2022 

The global pandemic had an unprecedented impact on all walks of life in 2020 and 2021, not least 
on ecommerce, as lockdowns and contact restrictions drove shoppers online  

SPONSORED PRODUCTS  
Y E A R - O V E R - Y E A R  T R E N D  2 0 2 0 - 2 0 2 1

AD REVENUE

+23.3%
AD SPEND

+30.7%

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/amazon-advertising-benchmark-report-2022/?utm_campaign=benchmark-report&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_CHART
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This is clearly reflected in the US marketplace ad spend and revenue trends, which reveal:

 ▶ considerable revenue growth throughout the two-year period, beginning in March 2020 
with the onset of the pandemic

 ▶ revenue stabilized at a higher level in 2021, with year-over-year growth at 23 3%
 ▶ although ad spend grew at a slightly faster rate, ad revenue remained significantly higher, 

with returns at 4 5x in 2021
 ▶ in spite of the special circumstances, well-recognized seasonal patterns are still evident, 

such as weaker sales in the later summer months and a strong uptick in both spend and 
revenue in Q4

 ▶ the highpoint of ad revenue came in December 2020, as consumer spending rose after 
having endured 9 months of pandemic

 ▶ the impact of the Q4 holiday season was spread more evenly in 2021 across November 
(Black Friday/Cyber Monday) and December (Christmas), likely connected to sellers carefully 

managing their inventories given global supply and stock issues 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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CLICK-THROUGH RATE

Click-through rate describes the percentage of impressions of an ad that result in a user clicking 
through to the product detail page  

The formula for click-through rate is therefore clicks/impressions 

The chart shows the median click-through rate for Sponsored Products ads in the US in 2020 and 
2021  Data is aggregated at the monthly level 

Except for Q2, which was impacted by the pandemic in 2020, click-through rates for 
Amazon Sponsored Products ads in 2021 were steadily higher than the year before.

CLICK-THROUGH RATE TRENDS FOR AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS ADS – US.
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 Source: Sellics study 2022 

Click-through rates for Sponsored Products ads rose in 2021, with an overall increase of 2 9%  This 
growth is recorded in spite of the huge spike in Q2 of 2020, caused by the shock to the system 
around the onset of the coronavirus pandemic  

Click-through rates have since stabilized and grown gradually, ending the year at 0 36%, a 16% 
increase on Q4 2020 

CLICK-THROUGH RATE  
Y E A R - O V E R - Y E A R  T R E N D  2 0 2 0 - 2 0 2 1

2020

0.35%
2021

YEAR-OVER-YEAR GROWTH

0.36%

+2.9%
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Improving click-through rates can be attributed to a number of factors:

 ▶ Ad placement: Location and frequency where ads are displayed influences familiarity with 
ads and click behavior 

 ▶ Improved targeting: At a campaign level, targeting your Sponsored Products ads more 
effectively can make it more likely that your ad will appear for users typing relevant searches 

 ▶ Brand awareness: If a shopper recognizes (and trusts) your brand, and this is clearly visible 
in the ad, then they will be more likely to click than on a sponsored listing belonging to an 
unknown entity 

 ▶ Listing optimization: Sellers with high quality titles and main product images are more 
likely to see their ads clicked, as these are generated automatically from the product listings 

 ▶ Shift in user behavior: The spike in click rates during Q2 2020 can probably be primarily 
attributed to shopper behavior influenced by the start of the coronavirus pandemic.

For sellers, an increased click-through rate can generally be considered a good thing  However, 
this only applies if conversion rates are maintained or increased  More clicks means you are 
getting more eyeballs on your product detail pages, but this is only valuable if these views are 
translating into sales 

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE

If your Sponsored Products ads 
are being clicked more often by an 
unqualified audience – those who 
are unlikely to complete a purchase – 
then you will be incurring costs that 
aren’t being recouped by sales. 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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COST PER CLICK

The cost per click (CPC) describes how much an advertiser pays when a user clicks on their ad  
The cost-per-click is measured in USD ($)  Generally speaking, a higher CPC indicates more 
competition  

The chart shows the median cost per click for Sponsored Products ads in the US in 2020 and 
2021  Data is aggregated at the monthly level 

The cost per click for Amazon Sponsored Products ads continues to grow steadily, 
exceeding $1.00 at the end of 2021.

COST PER CLICK TRENDS FOR AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS ADS – US.
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 Source: Sellics study 2022 

Although the average price of an Amazon Sponsored Products click continues to be lower than 
for ads on many other platforms, the story of cost per click (CPC) for Sponsored Products ads is a 
straightforward one  Clicks are getting steadily more expensive, a trend that has been ongoing 
for the last 18 months  Overall, the median cost per click grew 21 6% year-over-year in 2021 

COST PER CLICK  
Y E A R - O V E R - Y E A R  T R E N D  2 0 2 0 - 2 0 2 1
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$0.87

+21.6%
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The primary driver of increased costs is the amount of competition  With more active sellers on 
the market than ever, and over 1,000 joining Amazon com every day[ 1], bidding auctions become 
more competitive and higher bids are needed to secure the best ad placements 

If the average CPC for Sponsored Products ads is rising, then sellers can keep their campaigns 
profitable if they ensure three things:

 ▶ constant bidding optimization to keep bids in line with ACOS targets and budget focused 
on the most efficient targets

 ▶ that their ads are being clicked by a highly-qualified audience, meaning targeting 
campaigns at the right keywords and ASINs, as well as smart usage of negative keywords 
and ASINs to avoid irrelevant traffic

 ▶ optimized product detail pages geared to maximizing conversion rates, so that more clicks 
result in a purchase and contribute to the driving down the ACOS 

[ 1] https://www.edesk.com/blog/amazon-statistics/

PROFIT FROM AMAZON PPC

The cost of Amazon Sponsored 
Products ad clicks is growing, yet 
it remains well below that of other 
PPC channels. Amazon Sponsored 
Products can be highly profitable for 
sellers who use smart ad campaign 
targeting and optimize their listings 
for high conversion rates.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://www.edesk.com/blog/amazon-statistics/
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CONVERSION RATE

The conversion rate describes the percentage of visitors who, having arrived via an ad-click at a 
product detail page, go on to complete a purchase 

The formula for conversion rate is therefore orders/clicks 

The chart shows the median conversion rate for Sponsored Products ads in the US in 2020 and 
2021  Data is aggregated at the monthly level 

Conversion rates for Amazon Sponsored Products ads were consistently higher in 
2021 than the previous year.

CONVERSION RATE TRENDS FOR AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS ADS – US.
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The growth in conversion rates in 2021 can be viewed as a major success story for advertisers 
on Amazon com, with ad clicks resulting in sales 6 9% more frequently  Improved conversion 
rates are the main factor that has helped to mitigate the impact of rising cost per click 

CONVERSION RATE 
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Increasing conversion rates, assuming you do not see a dramatic decline in impressions or your 
click-through rate, is a sure-fire way of improving the profitability of your Sponsored Products 
campaigns 

Possible scenarios that lead to increased conversion rates include:

 ▶ Improved ad targeting: If the shoppers who see and click on your ad are more likely to be 
interested in your product, then the probability of them completing a purchase also rises 

 ▶ Content consistency: If the message communicated by your main image and product title 
are not backed up by the information on your product detail page, shoppers are more likely 
to bounce and less likely to complete their journey through the funnel 

 ▶ Product listing optimization: This catch-all term covers a wide range of measures, including 
creating high-quality product images, crafting expressive bullet points, writing a product 
description that answers shoppers’ questions, and more  All of these can help convince a 
visitor to your product page to follow-through and purchase your product 

MAKE YOUR CLICKS COUNT 

As Amazon shoppers are clicking 
more – and each click is becoming 
more expensive – sellers need high-
converting product pages to remain 
competitive. In 2021, Amazon sellers 
did a great job of turning more ad 
clicks into paying customers. 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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AVERAGE ORDER VALUE

The average order value describes the mean of all purchases made from the advertiser in a 
certain time frame after clicking on a Sponsored Products ad  This differs from the product price, 
as customers may purchase multiple products or another product from the same advertiser 

The formula for average order value is therefore total ad revenue/number of orders 

The chart shows the median average order value for Sponsored Products ads in the US in 2020 
and 2021  Data is aggregated at the monthly level 

The average order value for Amazon Sponsored Products Ads accelerated from July 
2021 onwards, approaching $28 at the year's end.

ADVERTISING COST OF SALE TRENDS FOR AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS ADS – US.
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Source: Sellics study 2022 

2021 saw 7% overall inflation in the US over the course of the year[ 1], and the average order value of 
completed orders on Amazon com also rose slightly, but not quite in step with inflation  

[ 1] https://www.usinflationcalculator.com/inflation/consumer-price-index-and-annual-percent-changes-from-1913-to-2008/

AVERAGE ORDER VALUE 
Y E A R - O V E R - Y E A R  T R E N D  2 0 2 0 - 2 0 2 1
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$26.02
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YEAR-OVER-YEAR GROWTH

$26.84

+3.2%
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Setting a competitive price is a major challenge for any business, and the importance is 
exacerbated on Amazon, where shoppers have a vast range of similar or identical products to 
choose from and will often use price as an important factor in their decision-making 

The average order value data is encouraging, as it indicates that sellers' prices have neither been 
too severely affected by inflation, nor have they had to resort to price-dumping in order to 
increase click-through and conversion rates  

This is particularly true in Q4, with order value staying at a high level through Black Friday/
Cyber Monday and the holiday shopping season 

PRICE-DUMPING IS NOT THE 
ANSWER 

Amazon sellers have managed to 
increase conversion rates without 
resorting to cutting their sales prices.
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ADVERTISING COST OF SALE

The advertising cost of sale (commonly abbreviated to ACOS) is the percentage of revenue 
generated by ads that has been spent on ads  This is the metric that best describes whether or 
not an ad campaign is profitable.

The formula for advertising cost of sale is ad spend/ad revenue 

The chart shows the median advertising cost of sale rate for Sponsored Products ads in the US in 
2020 and 2021  Data is aggregated at the monthly level 

The Advertising Cost of Sale for Amazon Sponsored Products Ads showed a gentle 
upward trend through to Q3 2021, with a slight decrease in Q4.

ADVERTISING COST OF SALE TRENDS FOR AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS ADS – US.
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Source: Sellics study 2022 

The year-over-year increase of 7 5% in median advertising cost of sale (ACOS) shows that, overall, 
running Sponsored Products campaigns on Amazon was less profitable in 2021 than in 2020 

ADVERTISING COST OF SALE 
Y E A R - O V E R - Y E A R  T R E N D  2 0 2 0 - 2 0 2 1
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The increased ACOS can be largely attributed to the rising cost of ad clicks  However, it’s not all 
bad news. The curve is largely flat in the second half of the year, with ACOS dropping slightly 
from Q3 to Q4 

As mentioned above, the ecommerce environment was highly unusual—and favorable—in 2020, 
as shown by the uncommonly low ACOS from April through September  This is clearly a strong 
contributory factor to the overall annual growth in ACOS from 2020 to 2021 

While these marketplace benchmarks provide high-level trends, what makes a competitive 
ACOS is very product-specific, depending on profit margin, lifetime value, and other factors. This 
is highlighted by our analysis of ACOS at category level below 

SELLERS STILL MAKING STRONG 
RETURNS 

A combination of factors pushed up 
advertising cost of sale in 2021, but 
a median ACOS of 35.6% still means 
sellers are getting returns of $2.81 for 
every dollar they invest in Sponsored 
Products ads.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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CATEGORY BENCHMARKS
In this section we dive into the individual advertising metrics and present benchmark values at 
category level 

Given the diversity of products on offer in different categories, category-level analysis is 
essential for understanding the true nature of your competition 

The most useful benchmarks are those based on data points that have as much in common 
with yours as possible (marketplace, timeframe, ad type, category), provided you have a broad 
enough dataset to be able to draw conclusions 

WHAT IS A CATEGORY?

Amazon’s category structure (or taxonomy) has several hierarchical levels  For example, a 
lawnmower could be in the following categories:

Top level: Patio, Lawn & Garden

 Second level: Mowers & Outdoor Power Tools

  Third level: Lawn Mowers & Tractors

   Fourth level: Walk-Behind Lawn Mowers

This example shows how specific Amazon categories can get, with some branches of the 
taxonomy going to the sixth level 

The Amazon taxonomy is hierarchical, meaning, for example, that any product in ‘Lawn Mowers 
& Tractors’ will automatically be in the parent category, ‘Mowers & Outdoor Power Tools’ 

However, products can be – and are frequently – assigned to more than one distinct branch  A 
pair of running shoes, for example, can easily be in both the ‘Athletic’ and ‘Fashion’ sub-branches 
of the ‘Shoes’ category 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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BENCHMARKS IN THIS REPORT

This report focuses on top-level categories, such as Electronics, Sports, and Health & Household  
When analyzing your campaigns, we recommend benchmarking your products at a lower 
level, whenever possible, so that you are measuring yourself against the most relevant 
competitors in your space 

However, with thousands of categories going down six levels, such granular analysis would not 
be feasible in a report of this scope  We do, however, drill down more deeply into one specific 
category, Electronics, to demonstrate how you can work with benchmark data 

The structure of this section mirrors that of the US marketplace analysis, following the 
performance funnel from click-through rate down to advertising cost of sale 

For each advertising KPI, we present the year-over-year growth, using median values, for 
fourteen of the most popular Amazon categories  Note that products from other categories 
also contribute to the marketplace benchmark, so the benchmark is not a simple average of 
the categories shown here 

The categories included in this report are:

WANT TO GO DEEPER? ANALYZE MY 
PRODUCTS

 ▶ Automotive
 ▶ Baby Products
 ▶ Beauty & Personal Care
 ▶ Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry
 ▶ Electronics
 ▶ Grocery & Gourmet Food
 ▶ Health & Household

 ▶ Home & Kitchen
 ▶ Industrial & Scientific
 ▶ Office Products
 ▶ Patio, Lawn & Garden
 ▶ Sports & Outdoors
 ▶ Tools & Home Improvement
 ▶ Toys & Games

The benchmarks in this section are at the main category level  
If you want to go deeper, then your free Sellics Benchmarker 
report gives you a more detailed analysis for your products 
going down to the third subcategory level 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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CLICK-THROUGH RATE

Click-through rate trends vary greatly across Sponsored Products categories, with increases in 
Health & Household and Beauty & Personal Care, but a drop in Automotive  The best click-
through rate is found in the Office Products category 

CLICK-THROUGH RATE FOR SPONSORED PRODUCTS – US

2020 2021

2020 2021

PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN 0.40% 0.40% PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN

0.41% BABY PRODUCTS

OFFICE PRODUCTS 0.40%

0.43% OFFICE PRODUCTS

TOYS & GAMES 0.39%

BABY PRODUCTS 0.39%
TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT 0.39%

SPORTS & OUTDOORS 0.38%
HOME & KITCHEN 0.38%

INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC 0.37%

0.39% INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC

CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY 0.37%

ELECTRONICS 0.35%
0.36% ELECTRONICS

US BENCHMARK 0.35%

HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD 0.33%

BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE 0.31%

0.33% GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD

GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD 0.31%

0.40% TOYS & GAMES
0.40% TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT

0.38% SPORTS & OUTDOORS
0.38% HOME & KITCHEN

0.38% CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY

0.37% HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD

0.36% US BENCHMARK

0.34% BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE

AUTOMOTIVE 0.43%

0.41% AUTOMOTIVE 

  Source: Sellics study 2022 

TOP CATEGORY

OFFICE PRODUCTS
0.43%

BIGGEST GROWTH

HEALTH & 
HOUSEHOLD
+10.1%

BOTTOM CATEGORY

GROCERY & 
GOURMET FOOD
0.33%

BIGGEST DROP

AUTOMOTIVE
-3.9%

What am I looking at? → 
The chart shows how click-through rates in each category changed 
from 2020 to 2021  Steeper upward gradients, such as for Health & 
Household and Beauty & Personal Care, show larger increases, whilst 
a flat line indicates a steady click-through rate in that category.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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CLICK-THROUGH RATE – CATEGORY ANALYSIS

There are a number of reasons why the click-through rate could—and should—differ for products 
in different categories, such as:

 ▶ more technical products may look very similar in the search results, with users only able to 
usefully differentiate between options by clicking through to the product detail pages

 ▶ shoppers looking for products with a more aesthetic value (e g , clothes) may want to 
compare several options, meaning they click on more ads

 ▶ for products where price is the key differentiator, shoppers may often be able to make 
their decision based on the search results and only need to click on one listing

 ▶ a higher importance of brand recognition in some categories will mean that non-branded 
products will find it harder to attract user clicks.

These factors don’t, however, explain why any specific category should see increasing or 
decreasing click-through rates  Such developments are more likely attributable to the changing 
competitive landscape 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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COST PER CLICK

Cost per click rises in all Sponsored Products categories, with Health & Household still the most 
expensive  However, the largest % increases are seen in Patio, Lawn & Garden and Sport & 
Outdoors 

COST PER CLICK FOR SPONSORED PRODUCTS – US

2020 2021

2020 2021

HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD $1.02

GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD $0.96

BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE $0.78

US BENCHMARK $0.72

INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC $0.62
ELECTRONICS $0.62

TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT $0.53
HOME & KITCHEN $0.55

BABY PRODUCTS $0.50
OFFICE PRODUCTS $0.51

AUTOMOTIVE $0.52

CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY $0.49

TOYS & GAMES $0.38

PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN $0.58

SPORTS & OUTDOORS $0.53

$1.22 HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD

$1.05 GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD

$0.92 BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE

$0.76 INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC
$0.76 ELECTRONICS

$0.68 HOME & KITCHEN

$0.64 TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT
$0.63 BABY PRODUCTS

$0.62 AUTOMOTIVE
$0.63 OFFICE PRODUCTS

$0.57 CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY

$0.48 TOYS & GAMES

$0.87 US BENCHMARK

$0.78 PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN

$0.70 SPORTS & OUTDOORS

Source: Sellics study 2022 

CHEAPEST  
CATEGORY

TOYS & GAMES
$0.48

BIGGEST INCREASE

PATIO, LAWN & 
GARDEN
+33.8%

MOST EXPENSIVE 
CATEGORY

HEALTH & 
HOUSEHOLD
$1.22

SMALLEST INCREASE

GROCERY & 
GOURMET FOOD
+8.9%

What am I looking at? → 
The chart shows how cost per click values in each category changed 
from 2020 to 2021  Steeper upward gradients, such as for Health & 
Household, show larger increases, whilst a flat line indicates a steady 
cost per click in that category 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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COST PER CLICK – CATEGORY ANALYSIS

While we have highlighted Patio Lawn & Garden and Sports & Outdoors as the two categories 
with the largest percentage increase in cost per click, the main takeaway is that not a single 
category is bucking the trend  The marketplace trend of rising cost per clicks is visible in all 
categories, albeit with some difference in growth rates 

However, while the price of an ad click is rising across the board, there remains a huge spectrum 
of median cost per click values across the different categories  In Toys & Games, an ad click 
costs less than 50c, while in Health & Household it is over $1 20 

Furthermore, even at the top end of the scale, the CPC for Amazon Sponsored Products ads 
compares favorably with many other PPC channels 

In general, cost per click correlates with the amount of competition within a category and the 
willingness of the advertisers to pay more  In a category with higher conversion rates (see 
Health and Household, for example), higher CPCs can be expected as each click is potentially 
worth more to the advertisers 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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CONVERSION RATE

Conversion rates grow in almost all Sponsored Products categories, with only Toys & Games 
seeing a decline  The largest growth is in the Baby Products, Electronics and Beauty & Personal 
Care categories 

CONVERSION RATE FOR SPONSORED PRODUCTS – US

2020 2021

2020 2021

HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD 11.1%

GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD 13.9%

BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE 9.0%

US BENCHMARK 7.9%

INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC 8.5%

ELECTRONICS 5.9%

TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT 5.9%
HOME & KITCHEN 5.9%

SPORTS & OUTDOORS 6.5%

BABY PRODUCTS 6.2%
AUTOMOTIVE 6.3%

OFFICE PRODUCTS 7.2%

CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY 5.1%

TOYS & GAMES 6.7%

PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN 7.2%

11.9% HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD

13.9% GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD

10.0% BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE

9.1% INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC

6.8% ELECTRONICS

6.4% HOME & KITCHEN

6.1% TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT

7.2% BABY PRODUCTS

7.0% AUTOMOTIVE

7.9% OFFICE PRODUCTS

5.4% CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY

5.8% TOYS & GAMES

8.4% US BENCHMARK

7.7% PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN

7.1% SPORTS & OUTDOORS

Source: Sellics study 2022 

TOP CATEGORY

GROCERY & 
GOURMET FOOD
13.9%

BIGGEST GROWTH

ELECTRONICS
+15.3%

BOTTOM CATEGORY

CLOTHING, SHOES & 
JEWELERY
5.4%

BIGGEST DROP

TOYS & GAMES
-14.6%

What am I looking at? → 
The chart shows how conversion rate in each category changed 
from 2020 to 2021  Steeper upward gradients, such as for Beauty 
& Personal Care, show larger increases, whilst a flat line indicates a 
steady conversion rate in that category 
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CONVERSION RATE – CATEGORY ANALYSIS

Although most Sponsored Products categories saw a year-over-year increase in conversion rates, 
the opposite is true for Toys & Games, where 14 6% fewer ad clicks resulted in a successful sale 

This suggests a behavioral shift amongst shoppers interested in toys and games, with more 
consideration of a product’s specifications and the other information available on the product 
detail page 

With consumers apparently becoming choosier, this means there is an increased incentive 
for sellers in this category to optimize their product detail pages and make it clear that their 
products offer what people are looking for 

Low conversion rates arise from increased views without purchase and are typically associated 
with:

 ▶ more comparison between products, often for complex products or when many similar 
products exist with minor differences

 ▶ a longer decision-making process, for complex or expensive products
 ▶ more window shopping or browsing, such as for fashion items

Conversely, higher conversion rates are associated with the categories that do not exhibit these 
categories: less complex or cheaper products that do not encourage browsing or comparison, 
as well as repeat purchases for staple goods (see, for example, Grocery & Gourmet Food) 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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AVERAGE ORDER VALUE

Electronics sees a drop in average order value, as Tools & Home Improvement rises to almost 
$45  Strongest growth is found in the Patio, Lawn & Garden, Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry, and Toys 
& Games categories 

AVERAGE ORDER VALUE FOR SPONSORED PRODUCTS – US

 
2020 2021

2020 2021

ELECTRONICS $45.37

$42.01 ELECTRONICS

PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN $33.76

$37.94 PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN

TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT $42.78

$44.99 TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT

TOYS & GAMES $23.79

SPORTS & OUTDOORS $33.48

HOME & KITCHEN $28.23

INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC $31.82

AUTOMOTIVE $30.50

$31.70 AUTOMOTIVE

CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY $26.69

$31.69 INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC

US BENCHMARK $26.02
HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD $25.41

OFFICE PRODUCTS $25.33

BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE $20.36

GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD $21.70
BABY PRODUCTS $21.54

$21.83 BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE
$22.42 BABY PRODUCTS

$25.88 TOYS & GAMES

$35.62 SPORTS & OUTDOORS

$29.30 HOME & KITCHEN
$28.76 CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY

$25.75 HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD

$25.97 OFFICE PRODUCTS
$26.84 US BENCHMARK

$21.77 GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD

Source: Sellics study 2022 

TOP CATEGORY

TOOLS & HOME 
IMPROVEMENT
$44.99

BIGGEST GROWTH

PATIO, LAWN & 
GARDEN
+12.4%

BOTTOM CATEGORY

GROCERY & 
GOURMET FOOD
$21.77

BIGGEST DROP

ELECTRONICS
-7.4%

What am I looking at? → 
The chart shows how average order value in each category changed 
from 2020 to 2021  Steeper upward gradients, such as for Tools & 
Home Improvement, show larger increases, whilst a flat line indicates 
a steady average order value in that category 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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AVERAGE ORDER VALUE – CATEGORY ANALYSIS

There is significant variation in the average order value across different categories, with the 
medians ranging from under $22 in the Grocery & Gourmet Food and Baby Products categories 
to over twice as much ($44 99) for Tools & Home Improvement products 

Nevertheless, the upward trend in order value for a category like Patio, Lawn & Garden (+12 4%) 
does suggest that one or more of the following is happening:

 ▶ Product prices in the category have increased across the board, due to external factors 
such as the rising cost of raw materials or freight rates

 ▶ Consumer attitudes are becoming more focused on quality, rather than on the lowest 
possible price

 ▶ Sellers are becoming better at offering attractive product variations (colors, sizes etc ), and 
encouraging customers to buy more than one item 

Clearly, even within a category products will have very different prices  For example, both 
electronic accessories like cables and large electronic devices like computers fall under 
“electronics”. You can’t define a typical product price for a whole category.

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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ADVERTISING COST OF SALE

While most categories saw the advertising cost of sale for Sponsored Products ads rise 
significantly, Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry and Tools & Home Improvement were near stable  The 
category Toys & Games had the toughest year, with a 35% increase in ACoS 

ADVERTISING COST OF SALE FOR SPONSORED PRODUCTS – US

2020 2021

2020 2021

BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE 43.5%

42.1% BABY PRODUCTS

35.1% TOYS & GAMES

33.9% OFFICE PRODUCTS

BABY PRODUCTS 37.7%

39.3% HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD

44.1% BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE

CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY 35.4%

HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD 36.3%

OFFICE PRODUCTS 30.5%

GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD 33.8%

HOME & KITCHEN 32.4%
US BENCHMARK 32.4%

35.6% US BENCHMARK

AUTOMOTIVE 27.4%

TOYS & GAMES 25.9%

PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN 25.7%

35.4% HOME & KITCHEN

SPORTS & OUTDOORS 27.2%
ELECTRONICS 27.0%

TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT 23.4%

INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC 25.8%

28.8% INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC

37.0% GROCERY & GOURMET FOOD
36.7% CLOTHING, SHOES & JEWELRY

31.7% PATIO, LAWN & GARDEN
31.2% AUTOMOTIVE

30.2% SPORTS & OUTDOORS

30.9% ELECTRONICS

24.8% TOOLS & HOME IMPROVEMENT

Source: Sellics study 2022 

BEST CATEGORY

TOOLS & HOME 
IMPROVEMENT
24.8%

BIGGEST INCREASE

TOYS & GAMES
+35.4%

WORST CATEGORY

BEAUTY &  
PERSONAL CARE
44.1%

SMALLEST INCREASE

BEAUTY &  
PERSONAL CARE
+1.3%

What am I looking at? → 
The chart shows how advertising cost of sale in each category 
changed from 2020 to 2021  Steeper upward gradients, such as for 
Toys & Games, show larger increases, whilst a flat line indicates a 
steady advertising cost of sale in that category 
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ADVERTISING COST OF SALE – CATEGORY ANALYSIS

Having shown earlier that Toys & Games was the only category with a falling conversion rate 
(-14.6%), it is little surprise to find that Toys & Games also has the largest increase in advertising 
cost of sale (ACOS), at +35 4% 

As discussed, an increase or decrease in ACOS results from the trends of the other advertising 
metrics  Rising cost per click is no doubt a major factor in the increased cost of advertising in all 
top-level categories 

While the general trend is universal, we do see some categories, such as Tools & Home 
Improvement (+5 9%) and Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry (+3 6%), that have been less impacted than 
others 

Even in categories like Baby Products or Beauty & Personal Care that have a median ACOS over 
40%, this does not mean that Sponsored Products ads is a mug’s game in these categories  It 
simply means that sellers need an advertising strategy, optimized ad campaigns and product 
page content that are crafted to meet the requirements in their niche 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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WORKING WITH BENCHMARK DATA: SPOTLIGHT 
ON ELECTRONICS
The data in this report is presented on a metric-by-metric basis, as this provides the clearest 
insight into the KPIs in each category, and where they sit in the overall context of the US 
marketplace on Amazon com 

However, no one metric exists in a vacuum  All of the advertising KPIs for any given category 
are interconnected and they should be viewed together to understand the situation in its 
entirety 

To demonstrate how this can be done, this section takes the category of electronics and shows 
how to interpret the data, including a detailed look at divergent trends across subcategories 

OVERVIEW

To start, let’s recap the benchmarks in the electronics category  The overall US benchmarks are 
also provided for reference 

CLICK-
THROUGH RATE

COST PER CLICK
CONVERSION 

RATE
AVERAGE 

ORDER VALUE
ADVERTISING 
COST OF SALE

US Benchmark 0.36% +3% $0.87 +22% 8.4% +7% $26.84 +3% 35.6% +7%

Electronics 0.36% +1% $0.76 +24% 6.8% +15% $42.01 -7% 30.9% +15%

The top-level view already suggests a few conclusions:

LOOKING FOR 
SOMETHING MORE 
TARGETED?

ANALYZE MY 
PRODUCTS

In this report we are only presenting one example category 
for a detailed analysis  To understand your performance 
and see where you stand, get all the benchmarks for your 
categories in your free Sellics Benchmarker report 
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 ▶ The Electronics category is typified by relatively expensive and complex products for 
which users will take their time to study product specifications, possibly even across several 
days  This results in below average conversion rates and high average order values  Overall, 
these factors result in a rather favorable advertising cost of sale 

 ▶ In 2021, however, these characteristics became less pronounced, with conversion rates 
increasing more than the marketplace benchmark, but the average order value falling 

 ▶ This could indicate a shift in aggregated consumer behavior across the category that tends 
towards less time spent in the consideration phase and purchase decisions motivated by 
easily comparable information, particularly price. This can, of course, vary significantly by 
different subcategories 

The bottom line is that the Electronics category remains more profitable than the benchmark, 
but that the selling and advertising environment is becoming more challenging 

ELECTRONICS SUBCATEGORY ANALYSIS

Even within the category of electronics, there can be great differences within product categories 
at the next level down  This is visible in the table, which shows the medians and year-over-year 
trends for five electronics subcategories.

2021
CLICK-

THROUGH RATE
COST PER 

CLICK
CONVERSION 

RATE
AVERAGE ORDER 

VALUE
ADVERTISING 
COST OF SALE

Electronics 
benchmark

0.36% +1% $0.76 +24% 6.8% +15% $42.01 -7% 30.9% +15%

Accessories & 
Supplies

0.34% +3% $0.76 +28% 8.1% +14% $37.13 +10% 31.3% +3%

Camera & Photo 0.44% +9% $0.67 +5% 3.9% +29% $127.01 -1% 21.1% +8%

Computers & 
Accessories

0.34% -5% $0.74 +20% 6.3% +12% $52.13 -14% 33.6% +26%

Headphones 0.29% -16% $0.84 +4% 5.8% +8% $56.12 -13% 38.7% +2%

Portable Audio & 
Video

0.40% - 6% $0.65 +10% 3.9% -15% $69.99 +17% 41.2% +29%
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Looking at the KPIs for the subcategories, we immediately get more insight into the factors at 
play in each niche:

 ▶ Sponsored Products ads in the Camera & Photo category have a low conversion rate  Yet 
this is more than compensated for by a high average order value more than twice that of 
the next highest subcategory  This results in a highly profitable ACOS of 21.1%.

 ▶ Conversely, Accessories & Supplies have the highest conversion rate, but lowest average 
order value  Conversion rate and average order value commonly have an inverse 
relationship, as consumers do not spend as much time weighing up different options for 
cheaper products- ad clicks are more expensive, but they are more likely to result in sale 

 ▶ Portable Audio & Video saw a steep drop in conversion rate (-15%), a trend that went 
against the rest of the Electronics category and that was largely responsible for a 29% jump 
in advertising cost of sale 

 ▶ The highest cost per click is seen in the Headphones category, indicating the fiercest 
bidding competition  However, low click-through rates suggest that users may be browsing 
for specific products or brands, making effective targeting particularly important in this 
subcategory 

The category Computers and Accessories covers everything from laptops and tablets, to mice 
and keyboards to SD cards and USB sticks  The broad range of products here make it more 
useful to analyze the data another level deeper 

For example, within this category  Tablet Accessories has a CPC of $0 77 and an advertising cost 
of sale of 42.9%  At the other end of the scale, Computer Components has a CPC of just $0 53 
and a much more profitable ACOS of 19.8%.

NOT INTERESTED IN 
ELECTRONICS?

ANALYZE MY NICHE

Whichever categories you’re interested in, the Sellics 
Benchmarker gives you KPIs for your 100 most important 
products, revealing how your competitors are performing and 
what it takes to succeed in your personal niche 

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/amazon-advertising-benchmark-report/?utm_campaign=en-benchmarker&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_CTA
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ALL THE DATA AT A GLANCE
The table shows the 2021 median values, and yearly trends versus 2020, for all five advertising 
KPIs across all categories, and includes the US benchmark 

CLICK-THROUGH RATE COST PER CLICK CONVERSION RATE AVERAGE ORDER 
VALUE

ADVERTISING COST OF 
SALE

2021 TREND 2021 TREND 2021 TREND 2021 TREND 2021 TREND

US Benchmark 0.36% +2.9% $0.87 +21.6% 8.4% +6.9% $26.84 +3.2% 35.6% +7.5%

Automotive 0.41% -3.9% $0.62 +19.8% 7.0% +9.9% $31.70 +3.9% 31.2% +13.7%

Baby Products 0.41% +6.1% $0.63 +25.5% 7.2% +14.6% $22.42 +4.1% 42.1% +11.8%

Beauty & Personal Care 0.34% +9.7% $0.92 +17.5% 10.0% +11.7% $21.83 +7.2% 44.1% +1.3%

Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry 0.38% +1.9% $0.57 +15.8% 5.4% +5.1% $28.76 +7.8% 36.7% +3.6%

Electronics 0.36% +0.8% $0.76 +23.5% 6.8% +15.3% $42.01 -7.4% 30.9% +14.6%

Grocery & Gourmet Food 0.33% +4.4% $1.05 +8.9% 13.9% -0.3% $21.77 +0.3% 37.0% +9.4%

Health & Household 0.37% +10.1% $1.22 +19.5% 11.9% +6.9% $25.73 +1.3% 39.3% +8.3%

Home & Kitchen 0.38% +0.7% $0.68 +23.7% 6.4% +8.0% $29.30 +3.8% 35.4% +9.3%

Industrial & Scientific 0.39% +4.5% $0.76 +23.4% 9.1% +7.3% $31.69 -0.4% 28.8% +11.6%

Office Products 0.43% +5.9% $0.63 +22.5% 7.9% +9.4% $25.97 +2.5% 33.9% +11.0%

Patio, Lawn & Garden 0.40% +0.4% $0.78 +33.8% 7.7% +6.3% $37.94 +12.4% 31.7% +23.4%

Sports & Outdoors 0.38% +0.4% $0.70 +33.1% 7.1% +9.1% $35.62 +6.4% 30.2% +11.4%

Tools & Home 
Improvement 0.40% +3.2% $0.64 +21.1% 6.1% +3.6% $44.99 +5.2% 24.8% +5.9%

Toys & Games 0.40% +0.6% $0.48 +28.5% 5.8% -14.6% $25.88 +8.8% 35.1% +35.4%

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
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FURTHER READING

Looking for more guidance on how to optimize your Amazon PPC? Check out these articles from 
the Sellics blog, full of tips, recommendations and hands-on advice to help you maximize the 
potential of your Sponsored Products campaigns 

THE ULTIMATE 
GUIDE TO DYNAMIC 
BIDDING STRATEGIES 
AND “ADJUST BIDS 
BY PLACEMENT”

THE ULTIMATE 
2021 GUIDE TO 
PROFITABLE AMAZON 
SPONSORED BRANDS 
ADS

THE COMPLETE 
2021 GUIDE TO 
THE SELLICS 
BENCHMARKER

AMAZON ACOS: WHAT 
IS ADVERTISING COST 
OF SALE AND HOW 
TO IMPROVE IT

AMAZON PPC: THE 
ULTIMATE GUIDE

THE ULTIMATE 
2021 GUIDE TO 
AMAZON ADS 
MASTERY, INCLUDING 
ADVANCED AMAZON 
PPC STRATEGY

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/blog-strategies-dynamic-bidding-adjust-bids-placement/?utm_campaign=en-blog-ppc&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/blog-amazon-sponsored-brands-a-beginners-guide-for-running-effective-sponsored-ads/?utm_campaign=en-blog-sb&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/blog-complete-guide-to-the-sellics-benchmarker-beta/?utm_campaign=en-blog-benchmarker&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/blog-amazon-advertising-cost-of-sale-acos/?utm_campaign=en-blog-acos&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/blog-amazon-ppc-guide/?utm_campaign=en-blog-ppc-ultimate&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF
https://sellics.com/blog-amazon-ppc-manual-step-step-guide-maximum-success/?utm_campaign=en-blog-spadvanced&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF


Sellics is a software and service provider whose mission is to make Amazon Advertising easier 
and less time-consuming for their users while improving their advertising performance and 
growing their business. 

Sellics achieves this by pairing an innovative software platform for advertising optimization and 
automation with market-leading actionable insights and competitive intelligence, as well as 
expert PPC services – from coaching by advisors to outsourcing PPC management with fully 
managed services.

Sellics Marketplace Analytics GmbH 
575 5th Ave 
New York, NY 10017 
USA 
 
www.sellics.com

https://sellics.com/?utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PDF


 SELLICS BENCHMARKER

MARKET-LEADING 
AMAZON PPC 
EVALUATION

GET BENCHMARKS FOR 
EACH OF YOUR PRODUCTS – 
SPECIFIC TO CATEGORY 
AND MARKETPLACE.

I think it’s one of the best tools/reports to come 
to the Amazon space in the last few years 
because of the actionable data that it provides.

DAN RODGERS

20K+
CATEGORIES

170M+
ASINs ANALYZED

7K+
MONTHLY USERS

ANALYZE YOUR PRODUCTS NOW

https://sellics.com/amazon-advertising-benchmark-report/?utm_campaign=en-benchmarker&utm_medium=offline&utm_source=pdf&utm_content=EN_Benchmark_Report_2022_PROMO
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